Resolutions II, III and IV
Resolution II

Resolution to amend the 19th ICLS resolution concerning statistics of work, employment and labour underutilization
• Spanish only
• Preference to change ‘otras actividades productivas’ to ‘otras actividades laborales’
• Paragraphs 7e, 8, 10, 17e and Figure 1
Update 2

- Changes to activity clusters in own-use provision of services – paragraph 22c
- To align with ICATUS-16 and promote harmonisation

1. Move own use provision of service work related to “domestic animals or pets” from the activity cluster (iv) to activity cluster (iii)

2. Move own use provision of service work related to “household waste disposal and recycling” from activity cluster (ii) to activity cluster (iii)
Update 3

• Update reference to 1-hour threshold for own-use production work (services specifically)

• Current formulation is ambiguous

• To align with SDG 5.4.1 and promote comparability with wider time-use statistics and measurement approaches

• Para 21 add ‘With the exception of own use production (services)…’

• Para 22a add ‘or under paragraph (c), regardless of duration’;
Update 4

• Clarify exclusion from volunteer work paragraph 38c

• Ambiguity that volunteer work during vacation may be excluded

• Add text: ‘during paid time-off from an employee job granted by the employer to do that specific activity’

• Similar text in French and minor update to Spanish
Resolution II
Resolution to amend the 16th ICLS Resolution concerning the measurement of employment-related income

Resolution III
Resolution to amend the 17th ICLS Resolution concerning household income and expenditure statistics
Need to amend the 16th and 17th ICLS resolutions

- Core elements of work statistics standards on which resolutions rely have evolved
  - Working time (18th ICLS)
  - Work statistics framework (19th ICLS)
  - Work relationships, ICSE (20th ICLS)
- Terminology and language has changed
- Preparing the foundation for future work
Resolution III – amendments to the 16th ICLS resolutions


Most amendments - updating terminology
- ICSE: “employment for pay” and “employment for profit”;
categories of employed
- 19th ICLS Resolution I: “labour force”, “out of labour force” etc.
Resolution IV – amendments to the 17th ICLS resolutions

Paragraphs concerned 5-11, 17-21, 26, 56, 73, 75, 89, 91, 102, 113

Most amendments:
- updating terminology, similar to amendments to the 16th ICLS resolution
- recognition of income (transfers) resulting from engagement in unpaid forms of work (17-21)
Thank you.